cream to areas of distress (simply apply with your
fingertips), you will quickly feel FastFlex6™
working its magic. Penetrating deeply into inflamed tissues. Soothing dry, swollen joints. Relieving burning, raw nerves. Unlocking aching
muscles. Quieting the relentless throbbing and
stabbing pain that racks and stresses your entire
body . . . your back and spine, neck, shoulders,
hands, knees, hips, fingers and toes. FastFlex6™
is not a drug and is non-addictive. It is highly
potent but does NOT require a prescription.

Here Alma Olsson finds peace
and solitude in the highlands and
mountains surrounding Kiruna.
Until recently, severe arthritis
and agonizing pain and joint
stiffness hobbled and immobilized
her daily movements,
restricting activities and making
even simple tasks like washing
dishes and opening jars a
torturous ordeal.
Now, thanks to the development
and release of a prescription-free
super compound called FastFlex6™,
individuals are reclaiming their
lives again. You can try FastFlex6™
right now on a free trial basis.
It is 100% safe and will be
shipped to you directly.
See coupon on facing page.

Alma Olsson Spent A Weekend Camping
In Her Beloved Lapland. A Year Ago, This Would
Have Been Impossible. A Hopeless Pipedream!

‘Thanks to miracle new arthritis cream,
I went from sitting crying in a chair to
camping under a million Lapland stars!’
“Thank you, FastFlex6™. Thank you. After years of suffering agonizing pain and stabbing flare-ups in my knees,
back, shoulders and hands, I now feel like a new person. I have tried everything . . . rubs, ointments, aspirin,
pain pills, acupuncture — nothing worked. I cried, I thought my life was over. This cream is a total miracle!”
New scientific formula relieves even severe arthritis pain in minutes.
Not a drug or opioid, no prescription needed. Free 30-day trial.
William Lundberg
Special Correspondent
Alma Olsson felt hopeless. Life had no
meaning anymore. Daily struggles just to put on
clothing and socks — the crippling pain of arthritis and joint inflammation almost unbearable.
“It hurt every time I moved,” said Alma. “My
back would throb. My hands, my swollen knees.
I couldn’t tie my shoes. My shoulders ached.”
If you are living with arthritis, bursitis, tendinitis or musculoskeletal pain and inflammation,
you know the debilitating effect it has on your
body and your emotions. The pain is almost
endless, even waking you during sleep. Depriving you of life’s simple joys. Knotting and twisting your joints, cramping your muscles, flaring
your nerves. Raw, immobilizing pain shooting
through your body, stabbing like a knife — leaving you at the mercy of addictive painkillers with
dangerous side effects.

“I Was A Prisoner In My Own Body —
Desperate For Relief,” Says Alma Olsson.
“Then I Discovered A New Super-Compound.”
“I was always an active person, being outdoors, hiking — I loved it. Then I got arthritis
and it shut me down . . . my knees throbbed. My
back and shoulders would freeze up. My fingers
gnarled. Even daily walks became a struggle.
Housebound, I had two choices — to drift away

idly in a chair, depressed, losing hope. Or to
read and investigate, and to try and find a solution. I decided to learn all I could.
I poured over every piece of information I
could
find.
Scientific papers. Articles,
clippings.
I
stumbled upon
an extremely
fascinating
subject . . .
doctors and researchers were
c o n s i s t e n t l y Pure, Natural Salt from the Dead Sea
centuries, men and women have flocked
publishing evi- For
to the Dead Sea, earth’s lowest elevation at
dentiary find- 400 meters below sea level — to seek relief
ings pointing from the agonizing pain of arthritis and severe
to the near mi- inflammatory disorders. The therapeutic Dead
raculous heal- Sea salts have been proven and supported by
ing benefits of the scientific community in numerous clinical
studies and human trials.
minerals and
Dead Sea’s rich mineral salts have been insalts found in corporated into the revolutionary FastFlex6™
the Dead Sea, compound now available for your FREE TRIAL.
a large hyper- Simply massage the soothing gel into arthritic,
saline body of swollen joints and feel the pain melt away.
™
water that bor- FastFlex6 contains a total of six proven antiders Israel, the pain constituents. This formula is not a drug.
West Bank and Jordan. The Dead Sea is situated on the lowest land elevation on earth, and
the mineral salts formed in the seabed’s substrate

are concentrated in natural elements that effectively relieve joint swelling, soreness and stiffness. The salts inhibit inflammatory signals.”

Thousands Of People Flock To The Dead Sea
Every Year To Bathe In Its Healing Waters. Yet
Alma Olsson Didn’t Have To Leave Her Home . . .
“I couldn’t believe my eyes when I read
about a newly developed arthritis formulation
that was being heralded as a breakthrough for
people suffering severe arthritic inflammation
and joint pain. Particularly when I discovered
that one of the main ingredients was dissolved
Dead Sea Salts. I was compelled to try this compound. I had nothing to lose.”

“My life has changed completely since I
found FastFlex6™. You might say I have been
resurrected,” says Alma. “I’m not cured, but
I feel good, terrific, in fact. I am not stuck indoors. The pain relief I get from FastFlex6™ is
phenomenal and long-lasting. I don’t ache. I’m
not restricted in my movements. ‘I would recommend this cream to anyone.’ I can walk, I
can hike, I can laugh. My body isn’t agonized
anymore. My joints feel lubricated, springy.”
The Dead Sea salts improve blood circulation and thereby reduce the inflammatory response — they also serve as a detoxifying agent
and a general muscle relaxant.

Try FastFlex6™ FREE For 30 Days!
Not one, but SIX powerful pain-relieving
ingredients working simultaneously and collectively — blended into a single, 100% safe drugless gel. Indeed, this research-backed compound
contains 6 specialized agents — Dead Sea salts,
cetylated fatty acid, silicon, glucosamine, shea
botor and olea europaea. Each of these amazing substances could stand alone as a highlyeffective therapy; together, they function as an
invincible anti-arthritis breakthrough.
For example, cetylated fatty acid has been
shown by The Journal Of Rheumatology to reduce pain and inflammation quickly with no side
effects. In a double-blind study conducted at
the University of Connecticut, 100% of arthritic
subjects using this powerful substance showed
significant improvement in just 30 minutes —

DIRECT DISTRIBUTION ONLY!
This is a 100% RISK-FREE offer. By returning the coupon below, you will receive two
(2) full-size tubes of FastFlex6™. The first tube
is yours completely free of charge, to experience
for 30 days as a complimentary introduction. We
want you to judge the results yourself, firsthand.
If you do not agree at the end of 30 days that
FastFlex6™ is the most therapeutic treatment
you have ever tried — simply return the second
tube and we will issue you a complete refund of
the fee below. No questions asked. FastFlex6™
is available by direct distribution only. It is not
sold in stores. Inventory is audited and production is limited to ensure quality control while
avoiding prolonged shelf life. We expect a rapid
sellout of the current manufacturing cycle. Accordingly, please return the coupon today. It
has been number-coded to ensure swift delivery.
Remember, you will be receiving 2 tubes.

Another Success Story . . .

Mrs. Molly Nilsson standing among vintage buildings
on the charming cobblestone streets, Sweden
Rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases effect a quarter of all people in
the European Union — over 120 million men, women and children. Molly
Nilsson’s arthritis in her hips and back made it difficult to walk, nearly impossible to climb stairs or navigate quickly through street traffic.
“All that changed when I tried FastFlex6,” says Molly. “Right from the first
application I felt better. The stiffness in my legs and hips loosened quickly, my
flexibility was vastly improved. My back felt like it was being lubricated from
this gel — I could turn and bend over without gasping in pain. What a difference this product has made in my life. It doesn’t smell, it’s non-greasy and
won’t stain. I can shop and enjoy the city and the cafés again.”
Manufacturer’s Note: Molly’s story mirrors that of so many others who
have tried FastFlex6™. This revolutionary formula does not contain any
drug derivatives or pain opioids. The proprietary formulation is the result
of years of compiled research in the complex arena of musculoskeletal diseases and pain management. You are invited to try this 100% safe topical
cream yourself on a FREE 30 day trial basis. There is no risk. You have nothing to lose whatsoever, but your pain and inflammation.
REFERENCE CODE

COMPLETE AND MAIL TODAY FOR GUARANTEED PAIN RELIEF

423

30-Day FastFlex6 Free Trial Coupon
™

 YES, I want to experience relief from arthritis and severe joint pain in minutes!
PLEASE SEND ME THE REVOLUTIONARY FastFlex6™ Arthritis Cream ON A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL BASIS AS FOLLOWS:
I will receive TWO full-size tubes of FastFlex6™ for an enclosed payment of only $19.95. The first tube is
mine completely FREE OF CHARGE, with no risk. This is my FREE complimentary tube, so I can judge the
effectiveness of this drug-free compound personally, in my daily life. I must agree that FastFlex6™ is an
unprecedented pain relief formula . . . a true wonder cream. It must work for me as guaranteed — furthermore, I must be overwhelmingly thrilled and indisputably satisfied with the pain relief I experience.
If I am not convinced that this is a miracle cream, I will simply return the second tube after 30 days and
you will issue me a 100% refund in the amount of $19.95. No questions asked. This pharmaceutical
compound will then have cost me nothing to try. Subject to this ironclad guarantee, stated here in writing,
I am enclosing my payment below as indicated, with NO-RISK whatsoever.
 Enclosed is my check or money order for $19.95 (the first tube is FREE).

Introducing FastFlex6™. A Prescription-Free,
Drug-Free Topical Compound That Contains Six
Natural Pain Fighters. All Clinically Tested
Over Many Years. Including Dead Sea Salts!
FastFlex6™ is not a drugstore-brand arthritis
cream. It does not contain the same traditional
ingredients so often disguised by repackaging
but offering little more than negligible crumbs
of relief — if anything at all. Perhaps you have
tried those smelly, greasy ointments and analgesics that stain clothing and bedsheets and dominate retail shelves . . . FastFlex6™ is vastly different! Vastly better! A true advancement!
Here, in one powerful scientifically developed gel formulation — a specialized, non-gooey
cream, are six individual pain-fighting constituents, each working independently and synergistically to relieve discomfort at its source. FAST
ACTING: When you apply the rich odorless

as demonstrated by gains in range of motion,
pain levels, stair climbing and muscular endurance tests.
An article in Natural News concerning arthritis and salts stated that “salts” hold the key to
arthritis relief. Specifically, Dead Sea Salts. In
a human trial of patients suffering from osteoarthritis or localized tendinitis and treated for one
or two weeks with Dead Sea Salts, improvement
was seen in ALL pain parameters with use of the
concentrated salts. Local people in western Africa where the Shea Nut Tree bears shea botor, refer to this substance as “miracle butter” due to its
incredible powers in healing pain, swelling and
arthritis. Clinical studies have shown that shea
botor exhibits significant anti-inflammatory activity. The FULL ingredient-matrix which comprises the FastFlex6™ compound has substantial
and significant science behind it. Documented
studies. Trials. Brilliant research by renowned
doctors and practitioners. That’s why it works.
That is why this cream is so highly endorsed.

BEWARE OF OPIOIDS

VERY IMPORTANT: FastFlex6™ is NOT a pill. It is a cream.
And it is 100% safe . . . no prescription required!
Thousands of people die every year from prescription drugs, including opioids like those shown above. Prescription medications such as opioids are
highly addictive and easily abused. As the body builds a physical tolerance
to them, additional stronger drugs are needed, leading to a vicious cycle
that can damage health and induce serious side effects.
If you suffer from arthritis or crippling joint pain, please try FastFlex6™. This
revolutionary compound is NOT a drug and has no drug chemistry. Simply
massage the cream into aching joints, sore muscles, raw nerve endings,
inflammed tissues — wherever you hurt. The secret of FastFlex6™ is in the
precise combination of 6 anti-pain agents working in harmony with your
body’s own biochemical processes. You’ll feel blessed relief in just minutes
as your pain melts away. FastFlex6™ is yours to try FREE for 30 days. Judge
the astounding results for yourself. Isn’t it time to stop . . . suffering!

Make check or money order payable to: FastFlex6

 Please charge to my credit card: 

       

CREDIT CARD NUMBER (ALL DIGITS):				

EXPIRY DATE (MO./YR.)

Print Name
Full Delivery Address

Signature: X
Mail to: Company name, 1000 Street Address, Suite 000, City, Country Postal Code

